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Touching distance: young people’s reflections on hearing testimony 

from Holocaust survivors 

Alasdair Richardson 

This article explores young people’s experiences of hearing first-hand testimony 

from a Holocaust survivor during a government-funded educational programme 

in the UK. The study considers Holocaust Education in the UK and the 

prevalence of survivor speakers in classrooms. It then presents findings from 14 

semi-structured interviews and 44 online surveys exploring young people’s 

experiences of hearing in-person testimony from a Holocaust survivor. Three 

themes emerge; that the experience of hearing from a survivor had been concrete, 

connecting and current for them. The article concludes with a consideration of 

the study’s implications for educators more widely and concludes by offering 

ways in which they can better support their students in receiving and carrying 

survivor testimony in different educational settings. 
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Introduction 

When the Second World War came to an end, survivors of the Holocaust focused their 

attention on the urgent matters of where and how to live. They had survived “the most 

shocking event of the Century” 1, yet outside of their own communities their stories 

were largely hidden from public discourse. It would be several decades before wider 

society would take an interest, and for the “aura of silence” 2 that encircled them to be 

lifted. This transition would be marked by events such as the public trial of Adolf 

Eichmann in 1961, the broadcast of the NBC mini-series Holocaust in 1978, and the 

release of Schindler’s List in 1993. As “the era of the witness” 3 dawned, those who 

found themselves newly labelled as Holocaust survivors were largely un-prepared for 

this role and for the weight of expectation that would come with it. The term survivor 

was socially constructed, “evoking not just sympathy but admiration, and even awe” 4 in 
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others. In his reverential Best Picture acceptance speech at the 66th Academy Awards in 

1993, Steven Spielberg (the director and co-producer of Schindler’s List) made an 

impassioned speech in which he spoke of there being “three hundred and fifty thousand 

experts who just want to be useful with the remainder of their lives, please listen… and 

please teach this in your school” 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HKTYYX50hQ). Speaking on this most public of 

stages, Spielberg’s words embedded the survivors’ new status as experts and first-

person testimony swiftly became an established means through which educators 

engaged their students with the events of the Holocaust in their schools. The survivors 

and their stories were no longer hidden away in their own communities, now there was 

an expectation that they would bear witness to the whole of society, particularly to 

future generations in classrooms. 

Today it is widely accepted that hearing from a survivor can “play a central role 

in the classroom” 5 that “adds a new dimension to the learning process”.6 Hearing from 

an individual is thought to be far more meaningful for students than when their teachers 

speak of the six million in more general terms (see for example 7). It is also generally 

agreed that testimony is most effective when young people actually meet and interact 

with a Holocaust survivor in person (see for example 8). It is a lived, embodied and 

interactional encounter, rather than a passive activity such as reading from a textbook or 

memoir might be. However reasonable such assumptions (and the evidence they are 

based on) might be, it is important that we do not accept them uncritically. Hearing 

from a survivor is far from uncomplicated and must be viewed as a nuanced and 

mediated encounter. This is particularly the case in classrooms, where educators choose 

which testimonies to include (and consequently which to exclude), how they are framed 

and where they are placed within their curriculum planning. Amidst the “barrage of 
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memories” 9 in the media, in school textbooks and online, teachers exercise an 

important (and potentially unacknowledged) editorial role in the selection of which 

testimonies are heard by young people, and which are not. As “the era of memory is 

ending” 10 and the era of the witness becomes the era of the postwitness,11 it is timely to 

critically consider the current and future role played by first-person survivor testimony 

in school classrooms, and how young people receive and hold these testimonies. This 

paper will attempt to do so by drawing from a specific case study from the United 

Kingdom (UK), exploring young people’s experiences of hearing from a survivor as 

part of the Holocaust Educational Trust’s Lessons from Auschwitz project 

(https://www.het.org.uk/lessons-from-auschwitz-programme).  

Survivor testimony in UK schools – some context and complications 

The UK is unique amongst its European neighbours in that the events of the Holocaust 

did not happen directly on British soil. When British children hear from survivors, 

therefore, they are hearing from people who came from somewhere else. Approximately 

80,000 Jews from Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia resided in the UK at the 

outbreak of the Second World War,12 but Britain’s policy at that time was not to be “a 

country of settlement, but of temporary refuge, that is, of transit” 13 – so only around 

half of those refugees subsequently settled here in the years immediately following the 

war. Today, many of those who made the UK their home (immediately post-war, or 

later) talk regularly to school groups, including prominent speakers such as Kitty Hart-

Moxon OBE (2007), Eva Clarke BEM (Holden, 2015), and Mala Tribich MBE (whose 

brother Sir Ben Helfgott MBE is Honorary President of the Holocaust Memorial Day 

Trust, and was knighted for his services to Holocaust remembrance and education in 

2018). 
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The topic of the Holocaust was central to the National Curriculum in the UK 

from its inception in the late 1980s. Following the devolution of educational 

policymaking to the governments of each constituent country, the subject has remained 

the only compulsory topic in post-1901 History lessons for 11-14-year-old pupils in 

England only (and even this is dependent on a school’s particular funding 

arrangement).14 In English schools, pupils tend to study the topic in Year 9 (13-14 years 

of age),15 while the picture in the other constituent countries is less clear due to there 

being no formal requirements to teach the topic. Evidence suggests that schools in 

England have engaged with the survivor community extensively for many years16 and 

continue to do so. The Centre for Holocaust Education (CfHE) reported in 2009 that 

25% of teachers were “likely” 17 to welcome a survivor into their classroom to speak 

about their experiences, while in their 2016 report 49% of school pupils recalled hearing 

a survivor’s testimony.18 When students spoke about their classroom encounters with 

survivors, between 80-90% “agreed” or “strongly agreed” with statements that 

suggested the experience had made the Holocaust feel “more real” to them, that it had 

had been emotionally upsetting for them, and that it had helped their understanding of 

the origins of the Holocaust. Consequently, the authors noted that “young people spoke 

of listening to a survivor in person as a powerful, edifying, affective experience”.19  

It is not surprising, therefore, that teachers are keen to invite survivor speakers 

into their classrooms while they are still able to, “to preserve survivors’ memories in the 

face of their imminent passing”.20 Pettigrew et al.’s earlier research in the UK21 found 

that 91% of teachers used individual testimony to help pupils engage with the topic 

empathetically, with 72% of respondents reporting wanting students “to have a deep 

emotional response to this topic”. These findings raise important pedagogical issues for 

educators in terms of their underlying reasons and motivations for including testimony 
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in their teaching about the Holocaust, and how testimony is presented in classrooms. 

For example, they raise the question of what the intended role is of empathetic 

interactions with the testimony, and consequently how teachers select, edit and position 

survivor testimony accordingly in schemes of work in schools. Pettigrew et al.'s 

research highlighted a number of potential conflicts regarding such intentions and 

motivations when teaching about the Holocaust. They found that many teachers were 

teaching the topic to advance contemporary lessons, and that this was particularly so 

amongst Religious Education (RE) teachers. 71% of all teachers said they talked about 

the Holocaust to enable pupils to understand the roots and ramifications of racism, 

prejudice, and stereotyping in society, while 56% said they talked about it to prevent it 

from happening again.22 Imposing the events of the Holocaust on to the present in this 

way can be unhelpful, since “unfolding events are always contingent and made up of 

specific circumstances”.23 There was also evidence from Pettigrew et al.’s study that the 

Holocaust was being taught more for its potentially transformative qualities than its 

historical intricacies, and that survivor visits to schools had a profound impact on pupils 

in these transformative ways. Such intentions may well dovetail with those of the 

survivors, who might be motivated by the Jewish concept of tikkun olam (in an effort to 

“heal the world”). This might reinforce the teacher’s transformative, contemporary 

learning intentions, but may also conflict with their more factual curriculum aims.24 The 

scope of Pettigrew et al.’s study fell short of exploring what the impact was (or might 

be) from the pupils’ points of view, or to what extent educators exercised judgments 

selecting testimony based on intended transformative outcomes, however.25 

Consequently, the findings leave us considering whether there was an explicit agenda in 

UK classrooms (and potentially more widely) to present witness testimony through a 

planned transformative educational lens with the explicit aim of provoking an 
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emotional, actional response from the pupils. In response to this somewhat ambiguous 

picture, the following case study offers a reflection on young peoples’ interactions with 

Holocaust survivors through one educational programme, in the hope of adding towards 

a more nuanced understanding of this educative moment and its impact on the listeners. 

 

2. Young people’s reflections on listening to a Holocaust survivor – a case 

study 

Research context 

This study focuses on young people’s encounters with single in-person testimony, 

provided through a programme delivered by The Holocaust Education Trust (HET). The 

Trust was established in 1988, during the contentious passage of the War Crimes Act.26 

Around the same time proposals were being made for a National Curriculum in the UK, 

and one of HET’s first achievements was ensuring that the Holocaust was part of the 

published Scheme of Work for History when it was introduced in schools in 1991. In 

1998 HET established its ground-breaking Lessons from Auschwitz (LfA) programme 

(https://www.het.org.uk/lessons-from-auschwitz-programme). The programme is open 

to all 16-18 year-olds in state-funded schools and is financed by each of the devolved 

governments within the UK. Each programme comprises four parts: an orientation 

seminar (which includes an exploration of pre-war Jewish life in Europe), a one-day 

visit to Poland (which includes visiting a site of pre-war Jewish life, and the Auschwitz 

Birkenau State Museum), and a follow-up seminar at which plans are developed for a 

Next Steps project in their local school / community. Over 41,000 students and teachers 

have visited the Auschwitz Birkenau State Museum with the LfA programme since it 

began. Each programme has around 200 participants who work in groups of 
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approximately 20 students, usually with a few accompanying teachers or other adult 

guests in each group. At the orientation seminar participants hear from one of a number 

of Holocaust survivors who speak regularly for HET (not all of whom are survivors of 

Auschwitz Birkenau, reminding students of the diversity of victims’ experiences). They 

give their testimony for around 60 minutes, followed by a question and answer session 

for a further 25 minutes approximately. The inclusion of testimony in the LfA project 

aims to illustrate how all of the victims were individual human beings. It is this 

experience of hearing in-person testimony that is the focus of this study. 

I have worked as a freelance Educator on LfA projects for 9 years and during 

this time I have gathered evidence informally that hearing from survivors has been 

enormously impactful on the young participants in my groups (the term “Educator” with 

a capital letter will be used in this paper to denote HET freelance employees, as distinct 

from other educators and teachers). This paper aims to explore this encounter in further 

depth and with greater rigour, through a wider sample and a robust methodology. While 

I consider the LfA programme to be educationally sound and an example of good 

practice in Holocaust Education,27 it is not being exemplified here as being flawless. 

The LfA educational programme that participants experience today is the result of years 

of development, based on international research and thinking around pedagogical 

approaches to teaching and learning about the Holocaust in classrooms and at sites. 

HET frequently review the content and structure in accordance with emerging research 

and practice (such as the revised IHRA Recommendations for Teaching and Learning 

About the Holocaust28). Research projects commissioned by HET29 and others carried 

out by their freelance Educators (for example, 30) also feed into what is an ongoing 

conversation of research-informed professional development within their Educator 

community (exemplified in regular workshops and training for these staff). As such, the 
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programme each cohort of participants experiences is the result of research-informed 

pedagogy, operationalised within the external constraints of government funding and 

the practices and co-operation of partner organizations such as the Auschwitz Birkenau 

State Museum. While this research project was never intended to be evaluative of the 

LfA programme as a whole, it does provide an illustrative context in which survivor 

testimony is encountered in a structured educational scheme of work. At the orientation 

seminar, participants hear from a survivor speaker, within a series of educational inputs 

about pre-war Jewish life across Europe. The rationale here is that the survivor can both 

illustrate and illuminate the learning from the groupwork sessions, whilst also pre-

emptively providing context for the visit to a site of pre-war Jewish life in Poland the 

following week. The positioning of testimony within a programme of learning in this 

way is a necessarily imperfect choice (which HET acknowledge). There are no 

international guidelines dictating where best to position survivor testimony in any 

educational programme. LfA is illustrative of a particular approach, for particular 

pedagogical reasons and circumstances (as any school would be, for example). It is 

hoped that the results of this study will offer HET and the wider educational community 

points for consideration when engaging young people with first-hand survivor 

testimony in their own various educational settings, and that the data will inform 

pedagogical choices in these diverse contexts. 

Rationale 

Data from an evaluative study undertaken for HET in 2010 suggested that “many 

student participants spoke of personal ‘transformations’ and life-changing effects”31 

resulting from their involvement in a LfA project. These views are representative of 

opinions that HET staff regularly hear anecdotally from former participants. The 

findings presented in this paper are part of a larger study into young people’s 
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experiences on LfA projects, which came about from discussions with the organization 

around a desire to further explore these potentially “life-changing”32 impacts that LfA 

appeared to have on participants. It builds on previous work looking at how young 

people engage with the subject matter of the Holocaust,33 how they engage with it 

emotionally,34 and the nature of visiting the Auschwitz Birkenau State Museum site in 

particular.35 When Chapman, Edwards, and Goldsmith asked participants what stood 

out for them as being “valuable”36 during their LfA project, hearing from a survivor was 

the second most frequently mentioned aspect (and was the most frequently mentioned 

by teacher participants). The researchers recognised “that hearing a survivor speak 

made things “real” and “present” in a number of senses, and that voiced personal stories 

gave the students a powerful heuristic or template to use when trying to make 

manageable human sense of the enormities of Auschwitz”.37 As such, I felt it was 

important to focus specifically on this aspect of the LfA programme in some detail in 

this paper. 

Methodology 

This study is rooted in a constructivist ontology38 believing that “reality is neither 

objective nor singular, but multiple realities are constructed by individuals”.39 The data 

presented here explores young people’s articulations of their experiences of hearing a 

much older person recall events from their past. Consequently, the study adopts an 

interpretivist epistemology since the social construction of language (and its reception / 

interpretation) by both parties is key,40 as is the researcher’s interpretation and decision-

making throughout the study.41 The research used a survey approach to elicit responses 

from a sample of 58 young people (who will be referred to as participants). They had 

all completed a LfA project within the previous 12 months (or had currently completed 

at least the first two parts of a project). They constituted a purposive sample, since they 
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had the experience necessary to provide the “valuable insights”42 the researcher wished 

to explore. Participants were self-selecting, having been provided with information 

about the project before being given the opportunity to give their written informed 

consent (in the researcher’s absence) if they wished to take part. The participants were 

all 16-18 years old, in full time education, living in regions across England and 

Northern Ireland. Although it is worth noting that HET’s internal data suggest that twice 

as many girls participate in LfA as boys, gender differences were not a key focus of this 

study.  

Semi-structured interviews43 were conducted with 14 participants, exploring a 

range of aspects of their LfA experience as part of a wider research project.44 This paper 

concerns participants’ responses to a specific question about hearing survivor testimony, 

plus instances when participants mentioned the survivor in response to other questions. 

The particular interview item was phrased (intentionally loosely) as follows: You heard 

from a survivor at the orientation seminar; what are your thoughts about hearing their 

testimony? and was followed by prompts and probes as appropriate. Interviews were 

audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim, before being analysed alongside fieldnotes.45 

A further 44 respondents engaged with the research remotely through online surveys 

(via SurveyMonkey www.surveymonkey.co.uk), which are increasingly being used in 

social research,46 and have the potential benefit of affording participants an additional 

layer of anonymity.47 The online survey item broadly covered the same area, with a 

suggestive prompt included to enable the respondent to explore their answer further 

whilst minimising the risk of questionnaire fatigue.48 The survey item was similarly 

loosely worded: What are your thoughts about the survivor you heard from at the 

orientation seminar? Do you think it was useful to hear from a survivor? The word 

“useful” was used intentionally ambiguously, as a consequence of the responses already 
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received in the interviews. The use of these multiple methods of data collection 

facilitated enhanced validity across different data sources.49 

All data was handled using NViVO data management software 

(https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/what-is-nvivo) for expediency.50 Thematic 

analysis (TA) was employed to explore it51 using Braun and Clarke’s framework.52 

Given the philosophical and practical considerations outlined already, TA was used as a 

flexible method within my constructivist methodology,53 resulting in three themes, 

outlined below. 

Findings and analysis 

Three themes emerged from the data. These were that participants felt hearing from a 

Holocaust survivor had been: 

1. A concrete encounter – it was an exceptional (often unique) experience, that 

had been distinctive for them from more passive activities (such as reading a 

testimony in a textbook). 

2. A connecting encounter – it had been a positive and privileged experience, 

that had enabled them to connect with the survivor on a human and 

emotional level. 

3. A current encounter – it had made the Holocaust have contemporary 

relevance and provoked an actional response in some. 

These themes are explored below through further analysis of the data. While the 

majority of responses are positive and educationally beneficial, there is a small minority 

of responses that raise potentially significant issues for educators that will be discussed 

in the concluding section. 
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A concrete encounter 

 

The majority of participants reported that this was the first time they had heard 

from a Holocaust survivor in person, and many commented on the perceived 

positive impact hearing the survivor had on their learning. They considered it to 

have been tangibly different seeing and hearing a survivor in this way, giving 

them “undoubtedly more of an insight than reading from a book or looking at 

pictures”. Beyond making their learning “more real”, participants spoke about 

how hearing a survivor “brings this event alive in such a different and more 

personal way than a book or a film could”. This in turn turned “the Holocaust into 

more than just something you learn” for them. Such comments are perhaps 

expected54 – we can anticipate that personal contact feels materially different from 

accessing similar stories through secondary sources in classrooms, for example. 

What was surprising was the way in which this contact potentially impacted the 

participants’ ability to tell others about what they had heard. As one put it, they 

felt better prepared as a result because “it’s easier to talk about something that you 

saw, rather than… some facts from a textbook”. This comment introduced what 

would become a recurrent theme in the interviews and surveys – that the survivor 

had acted as an intermediary between past and present, leaving some participants 

feeling that by proxy they had personally witnessed events first-hand in some 

sense. Whilst this outcome echoes Elie Wiesel’s much cited decree that “listening 

to a witness makes you a witness”,55 it is important that the new “witness” does 

not mistake testimony for experience. 

Two of the participants had heard the particular survivor speaker before, 

via HET’s annual survivor webcast (which had been broadcast on Holocaust 

Memorial Day the previous year). While they agreed that their in-person 
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encounter had been a perceptibly different experience from the recording, it had 

also led them to reflect on the content of the testimony more critically as a result. 

One noted how the survivor’s testimony had been slightly altered in person (“she 

did explain things differently”) and how their interaction with the testimony had 

been distinctive this time (“I think I retained more knowledge the second time, 

like actually listening to her and understanding”). The other participant agreed 

that while they had found the recorded version “quite an interesting story”, they 

had engaged very differently with the speaker in person (although it should be 

noted that one had seen another participant apparently disengage because she said 

she’d already watched the webcast). They felt that this time the speaker had 

“added bits in that weren’t originally there [in the webcast] so there was new stuff 

to hear about”, but they had also picked up on physical cues such as being able to 

“hear like a little hitch in her voice… you could hear how she really didn’t want to 

say any more about certain topics. I think that really made a difference”, which 

they had not detected online. Possibly the survivor spoke more emotionally in the 

orientation seminar, whereas they had spoken more formally in the televised 

setting for the webcast, but it was only by being able to compare the testimony at 

the seminar with the pre-recording that these participants began to question both 

the content and the framing of the testimony more critically.  

This critical capacity was expanded upon by the few participants who had 

previously heard from different survivor speakers. While the general feeling was 

that different testimonies were each “very unique” (sic), they had also “added an 

extra element” to each prior understanding. In reflecting on the differences, one 

participant raised the relevance of the age of the different survivors they had 

heard, and how this might affect the different perspectives offered. The young 
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participant felt the speaker at their LfA seminar “was different [to the survivor 

they had heard before], because he was old enough to really be affected by it”. 

This response suggests that testimony from survivors old enough to remember 

more directly (or who they felt were more directly “affected” by the events) 

would be somehow more legitimate, or more informative than that of younger 

survivors who might only recount their parents’ experiences vicariously. This 

echoes Shandler’s observation that “the rise of survivors’ prestige correlated with 

their aging”.56 However, there is a subtle difference evident in this participant’s 

comment – their words suggest that it is not the survivor’s age per se that lends 

authority to their story, rather it was their relative age to the other survivor(s) they 

had heard before. Judgments about the relative authority of different testimonies 

such as this could lead to implicit (and unhelpful) perceptions of a “hierarchy of 

suffering”57 among survivors. The term “survivor” has a complicated history (see 

for example, 58), which charts the transition of those perceived as “victims” to the 

role of “survivors”. The evidence from this participant suggests hearing more than 

one survivor might lead to a consequent reversing of this transition, in order to 

rank “survivors” by their comparative victimhood – possibly perceiving the 

authority of the survivor relative to their victimhood. If young people hear from 

more than one survivor, it might therefore be necessary to support their contextual 

understanding of where each testimony sits within the wider narrative (to prevent 

this being based on crude relativistic perceptions, such as age or comparative 

suffering). To fail in this might result in young people thinking an adult “suffered 

more” than a child, or a camp survivor more than a Kindertransportee (for 

example), and that their testimony can be (de)legitimised accordingly. While the 

majority of participants in this study reported their encounter with a survivor was 
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exceptional and “more real”, it is possible that hearing other testimonies in other 

contexts (before or after) might strip it of its exceptionality, and cause young 

people to become more judgmental in their perceptions of the different 

testimonies. They will need support here, if this critical capacity is to be beneficial 

and supportive of their developing understanding of the Holocaust, and not be to 

the detriment of the testimony and the speaker(s). 

 

A connecting encounter 

It was evident that almost all of the participants had connected emotionally with the 

survivor and their testimony. Their choice of words – that it had been “moving” or 

“touching” – indicated feelings of constructive unsettlement. They revealed that hearing 

from the survivor had evidently caused them to progress from one emotional state to 

another, and this emotional engagement had been in some way difficult (and in one case 

a “hard hitting experience”). Only one participant explicitly said that the testimony had 

left them feeling “happy” – explaining that this was because the survivor had been “so 

positive” about their story, particularly their survival and life post-war. The general 

feeling was that “despite how emotional it was to listen to, it was a vital learning 

experience”. Some participants felt it had been all the “more emotional” because they 

had been “able to connect a face to the events”. Connecting with the survivor was a 

common theme, with participants generally reporting that the testimony had enabled 

them to connect with a real person and to re-humanize the event. There was a general 

feeling that it “made the whole experience so much more tangible” and these 

connections appeared to remind them that “ultimately it was thousands of people who 

died, not statistics”. The testimony had helped them “realise that each person affected 

had their own individual experience” and that the victims were “just normal people who 
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didn’t deserve to be treated the way they did”. These comments revealed how their 

connection with the survivor acted as a conduit for the participants to focus on the 

particularity of the testimony – consequently they were struck by the everyday details 

the survivors spoke about; their daily routines, family details, etc. That participants were 

able to connect with the speaker as a person seemed key in these responses, and echoed 

Hirsch’s assertion that the generation of post-memory needs the testimony to be familiar 

in these ways, for it to be relatable.59 These connections allowed the participants to 

make links to better understand the survivor’s particular experience and to relate this to 

their own world as an individual. As one put it, “no two schools are the same, no two 

educations are the same… that's sort of like to experience the Holocaust, everyone had a 

different experience, everyone lost something different and everyone was hurt in 

different ways”. Potentially insights such as these present an opportunity for educators 

to help support young people as they encounter different survivor testimonies. A focus 

on their nascent understanding of the particular individualities of each testimony (shown 

here) might help inoculate those who have an inclination to rank different testimonies 

(suggested earlier). 

The general impression that the experience had been more connecting and 

that it had been emotionally challenging to hear is not uncommon.60 In terms of 

achieving the essential educative act (that someone teaches, and someone learns) 

the experience of hearing from a survivor in person appears to have been 

successful on LfA projects – certainly the “state of cognitive dissonance… which 

may mitigate against new learning”61 that Burke warned of was not evident in this 

study. It is clearly a good thing that testimony helped these young people better 

understand the event.62 However, the nature of this perceived understanding was 

evidently quite complicated. One participant said that hearing from the survivor 
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“enabled me to understand some of the feelings felt by some of the people who 

experienced the atrocity first-hand”, while another agreed that now “I understand 

what people went through and how terrible it was”. Another sensed that it was 

only after hearing the survivor “that I began to fully understand how each 

individual person was affected”. Educationally, this raises issues about whether it 

is desirable (or possible) for students to think they understand the experience of 

the Holocaust from hearing a survivor’s testimony (and what they mean by 

“understand” in the first place). Equally, if they recognize the individuality of 

each testimony (as evidenced, above), then we should also question how they can 

subsequently claim to understand the complexities of the Holocaust having heard 

from a single survivor in this way. Tellingly, this sense of comprehension was 

apparent throughout the sample (with only one participant acknowledging that 

although “I could sort of empathise… I can never truly understand”). These 

empathetic connections were particularly deeply felt by one of the participants, 

who had been struck by the survivor having said that after the war “he and so 

many others were very much closed… and didn’t talk about it”. He wondered 

whether this closure extended beyond their experiences to their aspirations and 

“dreams” post-war. The thought that someone’s dreams might be prematurely 

curtailed really concerned him and caused him to reflect on his own life and 

ambitions to try to understand the gravity of what happened to so many; 

That really unsettles me, because I, as quite a young person, I have quite a lot of 

dreams. There's quite a lot of things I want to do, and I fear more than pretty much 

anything losing the ability to hold onto those dreams, and having your life taken away is 

the easiest way to get rid of those dreams, and… that happened to so many people, and 

that's just dreadful. 

These personal (sometimes evidently quite profound) connections caused some 
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participants to start to reflect on the survivors in subjective, characteristic terms. They 

commented variously on what they perceived as the survivors’ resilience, positivity, and 

inspirational virtues – with the quality most mentioned being that they must be “brave” 

people. This opinion was based mainly on interpretations of “what they’ve been 

through”, combined with the act of “having to relive it all” each time they spoke in 

public like this. Although most felt this must be hard for the survivor to do, one 

participant wondered whether “it gets easier to tell the story over a certain length of 

time if you keep telling it and telling it?” These responses illustrated participants’ 

awareness of the potential “emotional price”63 paid by survivors when they speak, and 

they evidently felt somewhat protective towards them. This extended to their reflections 

about the question and answer session following the testimony, during which one 

recalled a particular question about Holocaust denial that had been asked. The survivor 

reportedly dismissed denial as “stupid”, prompting the participant to considered how 

“someone who’d been through that could ever listen to hearing a question like that?” – 

their indignation was apparent, and it seemed generally there was an awareness of the 

vulnerability of the survivors that enhanced their appreciation and regard for them. As 

one put it, “I thought it was incredible to meet somebody who had been through that and 

was still here to smile and speak”. Care for the survivor speakers is something HET are 

acutely aware of. For example, they insist there is a short break for them (and the 

participants) between their testimony and the question session to give them time to 

compose themselves if needed (and Educators are always on hand to support them while 

they speak). 

The participants’ perceptions of the survivor further extended to an awareness of 

their societal “status” (echoing the “admiration” often inherent in the “honorific title” of 

“survivor”64). A small number of participants illustrated this further in their comments 
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that it had been “an absolute privilege” to hear from the survivor in person. The 

language used here appears significant as it drew a distinction between utility, and 

privilege. Rather than it being simply a useful learning tool to hear from the survivor, 

the experience had left these participants feeling “profoundly honoured” and mindful 

that they were “so lucky to be growing up when there are still survivors here to share 

their stories”. All of these responses serve to further illustrate the complexity of the 

connections the participants were starting to make with the survivors. While they helped 

to develop the audience’s understanding of the individuality of the testimony, the 

elevation of the survivor’s status in the ways shown here might ultimately prove again 

to neutralize those benefits in some ways. Young people who feel it is (understandably) 

an “honour” and a “privilege” to hear from a speaker might be less likely to 

subsequently interrogate that source critically, in the way they might another historical 

text (for example). They might consider the source more authoritative as a consequence, 

but we need to support them in remaining vigilant to the particularity of the story and its 

place within the wider narrative, so that they can understand and defend this authority.  

A current encounter 

 

It was clear from their earlier responses that the majority of participants had 

connected with the survivor and their testimony in various, complicated ways. 

This provoked a few of the participants to start to reflect on the transitory nature 

of in-person testimony and to comment on its contemporaneous nature. As one 

participant said, “it puts it in perspective actually how recent in history it was”. 

The realisation that the Holocaust is edging out of living history65 was a theme 

that participants were prompted to reflect on (although several considered it 

spontaneously). Of those who were asked about their thoughts on a post-survivor 
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world, some felt that they were now well placed to retell the testimony they had 

heard, sometimes even with a suggestion that it was their responsibility to do so; 

“I think it comes down to people like me to tell other people because I’ve had an 

experience with a survivor”. A couple phrased this as being able to pass on “the 

message” they had heard, and for a few this extended to a commitment to passing 

on what they had heard to their own (future) children – “when I have children one 

day… I’m the person who can pass on that message”. These were not universally 

held beliefs, however, with another participant thinking that the survivor’s own 

family would be better placed to tell the story than them (although they 

acknowledged that these relatives “might not want to” for a variety of reasons). 

Two participants explicitly said that it was not up to them to retell the story they 

had heard. One contended this was because “it’s not my story to tell… I wasn’t 

there”, with the other agreeing they did not feel it was “theirs” to tell. It is 

interesting that participants reacted in these very different ways regarding how 

they should (or should not) carry the testimony they had heard, for how long, and 

to what extent they felt obliged to do so. For some this was evidently an issue of 

imperative trans-generational responsibility, while for others there was a sense of 

amplified detachment from the narrative once received. Both reactions illustrate 

reverence towards it, just in different ways. Such responses echo Trezise’s 

concern that “the fate of Holocaust survivor testimony will depend entirely on its 

reception by those who ‘were not there’”.66 Young people feeling a responsibility 

towards the testimony they have heard can be considered a good thing, so long as 

it does not further compound the process of sanctification mentioned earlier, 

hindering a more critical engagement. Similarly, we would not want them left 
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unnecessarily burdened with a responsibility we might not adequately have 

prepared them to cope with. 

What happens to these testimonies in the face of the impending absence of 

survivors “poses a number of challenges for Holocaust Education”,67 (and several 

of the participants reflected on this in their responses. Two of them mentioned that 

video recording testimonies might be an effective way of doing this, whilst 

another referred to having testimony accessible via online platforms such as 

YouTube. When asked about this further, one elaborated that they felt; 

we should record the survivors speaking and then have a session where we ask them 

loads of questions so that we can play them to other generations, like have like 

holograms and stuff so that they can actually see what the person looked like and then 

play it. 

 

It was unclear whether this participant was explicitly referencing contemporary 

endeavours such as The Forever Project at the National Holocaust Centre and Museum 

in Nottingham (www.foreverproject.co.uk) or the USC Shoah Foundation’s Visual 

History Archive® (www.sfi.usc.edu). Such projects are not uncontroversial however, and 

it remains to be seen in time whether these “ambitious transhuman experiments” will be 

effective in trying “to stem the tide of history and decelerate the historicization of 

Holocaust memory”.68 In terms of the technology required it may be that what once 

seemed incredible is (to this younger generation) quite possible, and the most 

appropriate way to proceed in their opinion. Although this participant acknowledged 

that such recorded testimonies “won’t be the same as actually listening to them” in 

person, the availability of recorded testimony in more interactive ways might help 

future generations to bridge the gap between themselves and an absent past. To some 

extent this in turn might ease any burden felt by these participants and their 
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contemporaries (suggested in the data above), who are likely to be the last generation to 

hear from the survivors in person. 

In extension to the various responses outlined so far, a few of the participants 

felt that the experience impelled them to some sort of future action. While such 

‘actional’ responses are not uncommon amongst participants, they are not an explicit 

aim of the LfA programme (although they are encouraged to complete a Next Steps 

project to share their experiences in their schools / local communities within a specified 

timeframe upon their return). For some the utility of hearing the testimony lay in the 

subsequent parts of their LfA project. A few participants thought that hearing the 

testimony had been most useful in terms of their subsequent visit to Poland :–two 

participants commented that hearing testimony had helped them “prepare” for the visit, 

while another said that hearing the testimony had “made it all the more real to me once 

in Poland”. Particularly, one spoke about how “hearing from [the survivor] really 

helped to personalize the visit, helping to remind me that each person who suffered had 

their own personal life” (again, reinforcing perceptions of testimony as particular). 

Although such actional or practical responses were relatively few overall, they echoed 

earlier findings from LfA participants.69 Testimony is a key aspect of the LfA 

programme and HET Educators use testimony extracts at the sites in Poland to continue 

to humanize the events that occurred there (in keeping with pedagogical guidance from 

IHRA70). As such, it is perhaps surprising they were mentioned so infrequently by 

participants. 

For some participants their actional response extended beyond the LfA project 

but could be fairly unsophisticated,  such as a desire simply “to learn and find out 

more”. For others though, their actional response to hearing the testimony had been 

more universal, in terms of a belief “that we should never treat people – how they were 
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treated – again”. We cannot assume these responses were spontaneous, however, as it is 

not uncommon for survivors at LfA seminars (or elsewhere) to speak about their 

motivations for speaking71 and often these are explicitly expressed as a desire to make 

the world a better place (which these participants might simply be reiterating). The 

survivors’ intentions might perhaps be linked to the Jewish concept of tikkun olam,72 

although only one participant explicitly evoked this themselves. They asserted that “still 

today resonates the moral of his [the survivor’s] speech, a plea to my generation to do 

away with hate, such a moral however simple, is to me, now an invaluable axiom”. 

Such a moral imperative is evidence again of burden some young people felt testimony 

placed upon them. It is something we, as educators, should perhaps consider more 

attentively as a possible consequence of Holocaust Education in any educational 

context, and plan support for our students accordingly. 

3. Reflections and discussion 

As has already been established, this research project was never intended to be 

evaluative of the LfA programme specifically. The research was facilitated by HET, 

with consent sought from key members of staff during the wider research project, and I 

remained mindful throughout that consideration for the institution or setting in which 

educational research takes place is imperative.73 However, LfA is one example of the 

choices made by educators in their settings. HET recognize that all “testimony should 

be framed within a historical context” but acknowledge that “testimony is just one 

person’s story told from a specific and personal perspective” (www.het.org.uk). Their 

choice is that the best way to do this is by positioning the testimony in the orientation 

seminar during a study of pre-war Jewish life. Participants are told in advance that they 

will hear from a survivor at this seminar and they are sent the survivor’s biography, then 

time is built into the orientation seminar for participants to reflect and debrief on what 
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they have heard. The testimony is then drawn from during the subsequent site visit to 

Poland, during which further testimonies are introduced (and participants receive a 

booklet of testimonies during their journey home). Finally, participants are encouraged 

to include testimony in their Next Steps projects and are invited to future HET events at 

which testimony is a key feature (such as the Trust’s annual Ambassador Conference, or 

their annual webcast for Holocaust Memorial Day). While I have acknowledged that I 

am not holding this up as the perfect way to incorporate testimony into a programme of 

learning (or that such a thing even exists), there is a clear pedagogical rationale evident 

here (whether you agree with it or not). In many respects LfA is similar to most 

classroom encounters with survivor testimony – they too will be constrained by external 

factors (such as timetabling, or the availability of the survivor to visit the school, for 

example). However, most classroom encounters are unlikely to benefit from the contact 

time participants have on LfA (around 20 hours of input throughout the seminars and 

visit), or from its delivery by a variety of educators and museum guides with specific 

expertise in teaching and learning about the Holocaust.74 Perhaps, then, we might 

conclude that LfA and its presentation of in-person testimony is unrepresentative of 

other encounters with survivor testimony in educational settings, but in the absence of 

any internationally agreed guidance on what constitutes best practice in presenting 

testimony, I argue that LfA presents both a model and characteristic case, with much to 

offer practitioners in other settings. In this spirit, what follows discusses the findings 

presented in this paper thus far with a view to illuminating the practice of hosting 

survivor testimony in various educational contexts. 

The students in this study overwhelmingly felt that hearing from a Holocaust 

survivor in person had been beneficial to their learning (and frequently also on a more 

personal level). It had been “100% useful”, “a really great opportunity”, and “a really 
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important experience”, that had made their learning more “real” and more meaningful in 

their opinion. However, some of the responses from individuals in this study have 

illustrated the complex ways in which these encounters were (and can be) experienced 

and demand further attention. Meetings between young people and Holocaust survivors 

in educational settings are complicated social interactions.  The task for us as educators 

is to help better understand these interactions and to better support our students in 

assimilating their new knowledge into their developing (and necessarily incomplete) 

understandings of the Holocaust.  

As much as hearing a survivor might add to a young person’s understanding, its 

complexity should also impede it. I have argued elsewhere that any individual testimony 

should be viewed as “orphan testimony”75 – testimony that is innately personal to the 

teller (and a construct of their relative age and life experiences). The story of the 

Holocaust is a tapestry of these individual / orphan testimonies that between them make 

up the inconsistent whole. There is no single representative testimony, and so when 

students hear one it should disrupt, as much as it complements their understanding. If 

students don’t have the skills or knowledge to be able to (de)contextualize a single 

testimony, there is a risk they will iconify it – a practice that will innately subordinate 

their own ability to consider it more criticality. Many participants in this study felt 

(erroneously) as though the single narrative they had heard enabled them to understand 

the event as a whole, or that they had consequently experienced it first-hand in some 

way. While the concept of “prosthetic memory”76 is not new, interestingly those who 

had heard other testimonies were better equipped to begin to be more critical of their 

encounters (although this sometimes led them to inadvertent ranking survivors based on 

the specifics of their stories). As educators, our task is to frame individual testimony in 

a way that facilitates critical engagement, and in doing so we might need to provide 
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some of the context that hearing other testimonies provides (since very few of these 

young people had heard another testimony). We also need to consider how we present 

testimony from the outset. For example, if a teacher introduces a survivor speaker with 

words such as “it’s a great privilege for us to hear from…”, it might not necessarily be 

helpful for their students. Can we blame young people for iconifying something that we 

have already sanctified ourselves (albeit for entirely legitimate or understandable, well-

intentioned motives)? We would perhaps do our students a better service if we 

concentrated our efforts more on helping them see the testimony as particular, but 

unexceptional; an individual’s story, but not the only story – and certainly not the whole 

story.77 

The students in the study had clear views about the perspective of the speaker 

(based on characteristics such as their age at the time of the Holocaust), and how this 

affected their perceptions of the authority of their story. It is important that again 

educators frame different narratives contextually, so students understand them on more 

than a superficial level like this. Only then can they begin to appreciate the 

particularities of a child survivor’s testimony when considered alongside that of an 

older camp survivor (for example), without being drawn to lazy comparisons or 

injudicious ordering. Participants were also acutely aware of the contemporaneous 

nature of their encounter. As schools increasingly look to “secondary witnesses”78 and 

then to recorded testimony (something favoured by these participants), it is important 

they do not view survivors’ experiences hierarchically. Again, this falls to educators to 

frame testimony in their classrooms in such ways as to facilitate a critical understanding 

amongst their students that all testimony is equally significant.  
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4. Recommendations for teaching 

While recognising that young people encounter Holocaust survivor testimony in 

various ways and in numerous contexts and settings, the following recommendations 

are suggested from the data presented in this paper: 

1. Young people should be specifically prepared before they hear testimony: 

Adequate preparation is essential,79 but this must extend beyond superficial 

context alone. Young people need to be supported towards some kind of 

initial “testimonial literacy”80 if they are to receive the testimony with a 

sense of criticality and be able to understand and operationalize its various 

messages. This preparation might include historical context (such as LfA’s 

pre-war Jewish life session), and a consideration of the particularity of 

testimony (an appreciation that this is one testimony, and that it is an 

unrepresentative part of a complex whole). 

2. Young people should be supported in their understanding of their 

relationship with the testimony: While many responses in this study 

appeared to suggest the students had become a “witness by adoption”,81 it is 

important that educators help young people mediate their place in relation to 

the testimony they have heard. It would be undesirable for them to 

overidentify or appropriate the survivor’s experiences,82 and it would 

certainly be unwelcome for the encounter to be twisted into some kind of 

bizarre emotional selfie where the listener appropriates the traumatic 

narrative for themselves. The generation of postmemory needs the survivor’s 

story to be familiar,83 but that familiarity needs to remain to some extent 

distant. It must not become their memory (for it never can be), and they need 

to understand why not. 
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3. Young people should be supported after hearing testimony: It is as important 

that we support students exiting testimony, as it is that we have done so 

before and during the experience. Young people should have the opportunity 

to discuss what (if anything) they could or should do in response to hearing 

from the survivor. Actional responses are common, but it should not be seen 

as an obligation. To do so might risk relegating any positive action to being 

merely a passive, learned response. Worse still, any student who does not 

feel impelled to act on the testimony might view their own response as in 

some way deviant.  

 

In educational settings, students sit and listen to testimony at an invisible intersection in 

which they are positioned between the various needs and constraints of the survivor, the 

school curriculum, and society more broadly. They receive the testimony largely 

unprepared for the demands it will place upon them, or that they subsequently place on 

themselves (as evidenced in this study). This study has highlighted some of the complex 

relationships that exists at the point where young people receive and interact with a 

single in-person testimony in an educational context. However, the findings leave us 

mindful of Greenspan’s concern that too often “we mistake monologue for dialogue; 

hearing a ‘story’ for participating in a conversation”.84 The recommendations made here 

will hopefully go some way in enabling educators to redress this balance and to support 

young people in being equipped to navigate this interaction as more critically aware 

interlocutors. Only then can they engage with the survivors and their testimony in an 

increasingly authentic conversation. 
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